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   abbreviations and acronyms

Administrative Monetary Penalty          AMP
Age Verification          AV
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada          AAFC
Agri-Environment Services Branch          AESB
Agri-Traçabilité Québec     ATQ
Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development         AARD
Alberta Beef Producers     ABP
Allberta Cattle Feeders’ Association          ACFA
Beef Farmers of Ontario / Ontario Cattlemen’s Association     BFO
Beef InfoXchange System           BIXS
British Columbia Cattlemen’s Association         BCCA
British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board         BCCMB
British Columbia Ministry of Agriculture and Land  BCMAL
Canada Revenue Agency           CRA
Canadian Agri-Traceability Services          CATS
Canadian Animal Health Coalition           CAHC
Canadian Beef Breeds Council    CBBC
Canadian Bison Association    CBA
Canadian Cattle Identification Agency   CCIA
Canadian Cattlemen’s Association          CCA
Canadian Food Inspection Agency          CFIA
Canadian Integrated Food Safety Initiative         CIFSI
Canadian Livestock Dealer’s Association         CLDA
Canadian Livestock Tracking System   CLTS
Canadian Meat Council     CMC
Canadian National Goat Federation          CNGF
Canadian Pork Council     CPC
Canadian Sheep Federation    CSF
Canadian Trucking Alliance    CTA
Canadian Veterinary Medical Association         CVMA
Cattle Implementation Plan    CIP
Certified Livestock Transporter    CLT
Client Support Representative    CSR
Dairy Farmers of Canada           DFC
Data Integrity (Project)     DI
Federal Provincial Territorial Traceability Task Team        FPTTTT
Fédération des producteurs de bovins du Québec /                                   
Quebec Cattle Producers’ Federation      FPBQ
Feedlot Health Management Services   FHMS
Geographic Positioning Systems          GPS
Heartland Livestock Services    HLS
Human Resources     HR
Industry Government Advisory Committee         IGAC
International Committee for Animal Recording  ICAR
International Livestock Identification Association  ILIA
International Organization for Standardization  ISO

Livestock Identification Services    LIS
Livestock Markets Association of Canada         LMAC
Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural Initiatives  MAFRI
Manitoba Beef Producers     MBP
Manual of Procedures     MOP
Maritime Beef Council     MBC
Ministère de l’Agriculture, des Pêcheries et de 
l’Alimentation du Québec           MAPAQ
Mobile Field Representative (Alberta)   MFR
National Agriculture and Food Traceability System        NAFTS
National Cattle Feeders’ Association   NCFA
National Livestock Identification for Dairy         NLID
New Brunswick Cattle Producers          NBCP
Nilsson Bros. Inc.            NBI
Nova Scotia Cattle Producers    NSCP
Ontario Cattlemen’s Association / 
Beef Farmers of Ontario        OCA
 

Ontario Farm Animal Council    OFAC
Ontario Livestock Exchange    OLEX
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs        OMAFRA
Over Thirty Months     OTM
Ownership Identification Inc.    OII
Premises Identification Number    PID
Premises Identification Technical Solution Project        PIDTS
Premises Location Allocator    PLA
Prince Edward Island Cattle Producers   PEICP
Producer Support Representative (Saskatchewan)        PSR
Quebec Cattle Producers’ Federation /                           
Fédération des producteurs de bovins du Québec        QCPF
Radio Frequency Identification    RFID
Request for Proposal     RFP
Request for Quotation     RFQ
Saskatchewan Beef Information Centre   SBIC
Saskatchewan Cattle Feeders’ Association         SCFA
Saskatchewan Cattlemen’s Association   SCA
Saskatchewan Livestock Marketers          SLM
Saskatchewan Livestock Sales    SLS
Saskatchewan Ministry of Agriculture   SMA
Saskatchewan Stock Growers Association         SSGA
Tag Supply Chain Optimization Project    TSCOP
Technical Advisory Committee    TAC
Traceability Movement Data Integrity   TMDI
Traceability National Information Portal   TNIP 

Under Thirty Months     UTM
Western Beef Development Centre          WBDC
West Hawk Lake zoning initiative          WHL
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   about us

The Canadian Cattle Identification Agency (CCIA) is a not-for-profit, industry-initiated and led organization. It was 
incorporated to establish a national beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep identification program to support efficient 
trace back and containment of serious animal health and food safety concerns in the Canadian herd. The agency 
is led by a board of directors made up of representatives from all sectors of the livestock industry, and it manages 
the Canadian Livestock Tracking System (CLTS) database, which is a trace-back system that maintains radio                
frequency identification (RFID) tag information. The CLTS database allows producers to record tag information  
pertaining to the three pillars of traceability (i.e., animal identification, premises identification and movement), as 
well as value-added information (e.g., age verification).

While the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) provides full regulatory enforcement for animal identification 
as defined in the Health of Animals Regulations, CCIA administers the identification program for beef and dairy        
cattle, bison and sheep. All herd of origin information associated with each tag number is maintained within the 
CLTS database.

PRODUCER SUPPORT

As a national organization, CCIA strives to meet the needs of all Canadian producers by providing the necessary 
tools and services to use the CLTS database efficiently. The organization extends complimentary traceability  
support services to producers and other industry stakeholders by way of:

 Client Support Representatives (CSRs) in the national call centre. These individuals offe r    
 guidance and assistance to clients as they use the CLTS database and answer any questions     
 or concerns CLTS users may have regarding CCIA programs and support. CSRs are available    
 Monday to Friday toll-free at 1-877-909-2333 from 7 a.m. - 6 p.m. MST or by       
 email at info@canadaid.ca. 

 Two field teams of highly-specialized individuals with first-hand experience in livestock      
 operations, stationed across Alberta and Saskatchewan. The 11 field representatives in      
 Alberta and three in Saskatchewan travel throughout their respective regions visiting auction     
 marts, networking with producers, industry groups and government, and providing education     
 and support. Their primary role is to raise awareness about the importance of traceability and     
 assist producers with managing their CLTS database accounts.

 A wide array of educational materials in print, digital file or online, including: fact sheets and     
 posters, the online CLTS Resource Centre, CLTS database account reference items and     
 1GB USB flash drives with the CLTS database user manual, the Tag Quality Control Form     
 for tag retention feedback, nine spreadsheets for file uploads to the CLTS database and six           
 CLTS user tutorials:

       How to submit animal birth dates by file upload

       How to submit a calving start date directly online

       How to submit a cross-reference event directly online

       How to submit animal move-in dates by file upload

       How to submit animal move-out dates by file upload

       How to submit a replaced event directly online
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   why traceability in today’s world

The purpose of implementing a traceability system is to ensure the protection of animal health,  
public health and food safety; improve response times in emergency situations (e.g., disease outbreak,  
tornadoes, floods, fires, contaminated feed supplement); as well as limit economic, environmental and  
social impacts. Traceability also provides the means to increase market share for domestic and international  
markets by creating confidence in Canadian products. A strong and credible traceability program will help to ensure 
Canada remains a leading producer and marketer of beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep, with a stable demand 
for products at all times.

WHAT IS TRACEABILITY?

The Canadian Food Inspection Agency states that traceability is the ability to follow an item or group of items –  
including animals, plants, food products and agricultural inputs such as feed, seed or ingredients – from one point  
in the supply chain to another.

WHAT IS PREMISES IDENTIFICATION?

Premises identification is the assignment of a randomly generated, unique identification number to a physical land 
location referred to as a premises identification number (PID).

A fully-functional traceability system is based on three pillars:

1. Animal identification – Associating a unique animal identification number to an animal      
 e.g., applying an approved CCIA radio frequency identification (RFID) tag to an animal’s ear

2. Premises identification – The assignment of a unique identification number to a physical land location

3. Movement – Recording the change in location (i.e., unique premises) of a uniquely-identified object    
 at a specified time/date

 1 + 2 = 3. 
In order to track movement and facilitate a fully-functional, national traceability system,                                           

every livestock premises must have a PID in Canada.

HOW THE IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM WORKS

  An approved CCIA RFID tag is applied to the animal’s ear prior to leaving the herd of origin;

  All approved CCIA RFID tags are visually and electronically imbedded with a unique identification   
  number allocated from the CLTS database and then distributed to producers through authorized   
  tag dealers;

  The national RFID tag distribution network reports all tag issuance records directly to the    
  CLTS database;

  The unique number on an animal’s approved CCIA RFID ear tag is maintained to the point of export   
  or carcass inspection for traceability purposes. The CLTS database maintains all historical records   
  of unique animal identification data.
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   report from the general manager

The year 2012 saw the Canadian Cattle Identification Agency (CCIA) take      
a number of important steps in solidifying and strengthening its position as the  
national administrator for beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep in Canada.  
In specific, CCIA was actively engaged in creating and shaping the development  
of more robust and sustainable traceability systems and processes through participation  
in a number of bilateral and multilateral discussions. In all cases, these discussions  
built on and enhanced CCIA’s reputation and significance in Canada’s livestock industry.

An accomplishment of note in 2012 was the renegotiation of the Memorandum of       
Understanding (MOU) between the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) and      
CCIA. As traceability matures in Canada with more effective federal regulations and      
legislative initiatives, it is important to ensure the relationship between CFIA and CCIA, as the industry-led   
traceability organization, reflects these new developments. 

Critical, new arrangements were completed and signed with Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development (AARD)  
to reinforce CCIA’s strong working relationship with Alberta, including the extension of the highly-effective   
Mobile Field Representative (MFR) program.

Working with federal funding, CCIA initiated a number of important projects in 2012 to improve the integrity of  
data stored in the Canadian Livestock Tracking System (CLTS) database, such as the creation of a National   
Lookup Module to accommodate provincially-generated premises identification  numbers (PID) and completing  
programming to participate in CFIA’s Traceability National Information Portal (TNIP) project. These initiatives  
contribute to building a strong foundation for the efficient collection, storage and reporting of regulated traceability 
data under the auspices of information sharing agreements with provincial/territorial/federal governments.

In 2012, CCIA also completed the extensive ground work required to develop a new and successful model for tag 
distribution in Canada. With the goals of improving data quality, timeliness and enhancing privacy, CCIA developed 
a business model for proposed changes to tag distribution and sales in Canada. New Tag Manufacturing License 
agreements were signed with all current authorized tag manufacturers, and financial arrangements were concluded 
to support CCIA developing and rolling out an improved and sustainable business plan. Near the end of the year, 
CCIA began to execute the plan by soliciting tag pricing through a Request for Quotation (RFQ) process in order 
for CCIA to assess the business model for tag distribution accurately. Throughout this process, the board has been 
supportive by encouraging CCIA management to continue moving ahead as the board truly believes this will  
enhance traceability in Canada, and provide CCIA the opportunity to improve service and costs to producers.

Of equal importance is the work accomplished to examine the feasibility and costs associated with creating a new 
database with Agri-Traçabilité Québec (ATQ) to manage all traceability data in Canada. Industry and governments 
see Canadian Agri-Traceability Services (CATS) as the next viable step for managing traceability data in Canada, 
in a cost-effective way that will allow CCIA and ATQ to continue to fulfill their individual mandates, while sharing one 
database and operating system. Working with federal and provincial partners and expert consultants, extensive 
progress was made in 2012 that will contribute to board presentations and recommendations on CATS in 2013.

Traceability reporting and monitoring is evolving to become a cost of business for the industry as consumers  
and international markets demand more information regarding the food they purchase and consume. In 2012,  
CCIA received more than 5,700,000 reportable animal-based events, with the vast majority resulting from  
producer or processor-direct entries into the CLTS database. In Canada, CLTS users are more and more  
comfortable with reporting events to the database and seem to have built the required reporting activities into  
regular business processes.

An organization is only as good as its staff, and once again this past year, CCIA’s office and field teams have  
contributed their hard work and focus to make 2012 a successful year. Their continued dedication   
and enthusiasm for the job, and their ability to adapt and grow as employees  
bodes well for the organization. I am thankful for the board’s continued  
support for CCIA management and staff, and for the board’s input  
and genuine interest in our business and people…                                                                                                                              
                           building a rewarding relationship for all.
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   report from the chair

     As I conclude my final year as Chair of CCIA, I look back   
     and see with  satisfaction the contribution the agency has made to the continued   
     evolution of a truly effective and sustainable traceability process in Canada.

     These accomplishments have been made through the hard work and dedication   
        of the board members, whose input, guidance and knowledge have been invaluable 
to me, as well as through the fantastic support and effort of CCIA staff and management.

With so many stakeholders in the game and with the size and complexity of our industry, marking progress  
sometimes means measuring small, incremental gains. However, when you look back at where traceability was 
three years ago and where it is today, I believe it is accurate to state significant progress has been made through 
the cooperation of industry and governments working collaboratively towards the same goals. Though industry 
holds diverse opinions on what constitutes an effective traceability system for Canada, industry and governments 
have pulled together realizing each side needs to listen and understand the other to make the big picture a reality.

Gains made in the past three years have come about through the building of effective relationships and the open 
and frank discussions, which I have witnessed on many occasions. Many hours of discussion and thought have 
gone into accomplishments such as the Cattle Implementation Plan (CIP), industry’s roadmap for traceability. Work 
is now underway to understand the cost of implementing this plan, and to work out a cost-sharing arrangement 
amongst industry and governments.

CCIA strives to be a leader in traceability developments, and it is important to continue to build strong relationships 
with industry and governments as demonstrated through joint communication outreach activities this past year.  
In 2012, CCIA field teams in Alberta and Saskatchewan were instrumental in building and fostering relationships 
with producers, local CFIA and provincial officials which has greatly facilitated traceability activities in the most  
cattle-intensive areas of the country.

It is rewarding to see progress on the acceptance of group movement of livestock to intermediate sites;   
accommodation of provincially/territorially-generated premises identification numbers into the CLTS database;  
the continuation of the national tag retention study; significant updates within the CLTS database that contribute to 
improved data integrity and security; the development of CCIA Tag Supply Chain Optimization Project; as well as 
new legal arrangements with federal and provincial governments.

The concept of a joint database and operating system with ATQ was developed considerably in 2012, as CCIA 
worked with provincial, territorial and federal partners as well as ATQ to understand the benefits and related  
issues. In order for this concept to be sustainable in the long run and to minimize costs for industry and  
government, it must be fully explored. I commend board and staff participants that have fully engaged in working 
through the details to implement CATS. Important decisions remain for both boards of CCIA and ATQ, though  
CATS remains a viable and effective alternative to the existence of two traceability databases in Canada.  

As we move forward, I am appreciative of the work accomplished and excited about the opportunities ahead.  
It has been an interesting and rewarding three years for me in this role, and I wish to thank the board, staff and all 
the people I have met along the way for the opportunity to serve and contribute to Canada’s greatest industry and 
renewable resource. 

     All the best in 2013,
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DATA INTEGRITY PROJECT 

Ensuring ease of CLTS database use for CLTS database users while maintaining the appropriate checks and  
balances to maximize data integrity will improve the relationship amongst CCIA, Canada’s producers and other  
industry participants. Funded through a Canadian Integrated Food Safety Initiative (CIFSI) grant from Agriculture 
and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC), work commenced in the CLTS database to improve data quality through improved 
error reporting and correction processes, and to simplify data entry. 

TAG SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMIZATION PROJECT 

CCIA board of directors approval was received to pursue a revised business model as well as non-governmental 
funding support for the project. Background work on updating legal documentation was completed. A Request for 
Quotation (RFQ) was issued to seek tag pricing information and a submission was completed to Canada Revenue 
Agency (CRA) to ensure understanding of any impact the business model may have on the not-for-profit status of 
the agency.

TAG RETENTION PROJECT

Entering the second year of this multi-year study, the project team adjusted to various challenges of weather and 
scheduling, working across the country with 17 cooperating producers, to accomplish the scheduled reading and 
observation trials. Budget planning for this study took on increasing importance as industry continues to see it as 
a crucial step in improving tag retention. The committee will continue to work on innovative funding solutions with 
government to ensure a minimum three-year horizon for this work.

MEMORANDUM of UNDERSTANDING (MOU) COMPLETED     
with CANADIAN FOOD INSPECTION AGENCY

A new MOU was completed and signed with CFIA outlining the legal relationship between CFIA and CCIA acting  
as the national administrator for beef and dairy cattle, bison and sheep. This MOU updated and clarified the  
excellent working relationship between CCIA and CFIA.

PREMISES IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TECHNICAL SOLUTION

The creation of a National Lookup Module (to facilitate acceptance of provincially/territorially-authorized PIDs) 
linked with modifications to the CLTS database to accept these PIDs and provincially/territorially-authorized PIDs 
(not linked to a CLTS database account) will facilitate the capture of additional movement records. By  
acknowledging provincial/territorial jurisdiction over PID creation and management through accommodation of  
provincially/territorially-generated PIDs in the CLTS database, CCIA continues to develop a closer working  
relationship with provincial and territorial governments. 

GAINING INDUSTRY CONSENSUS on the CATTLE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Collaboration is the key in moving traceability forward as 18 industry associations across Canada confirmed 
their support for the CIP as industry’s roadmap to a fully-functional traceability system, and its three resolutions  
for implementation.

COMMUNICATIONS OUTREACH

Building lasting relationships means communicating effectively. In 2012, CCIA worked closely with    
federal/provincial/territorial governments and industry communications teams to develop and deliver consistent  
messaging on the benefits a robust traceability system brings to Canada, as well as the targets, timelines and  
details of the Cattle Implementation Plan.

   highlights, action and outcomes
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governance practices

The Canadian Cattle Identification Agency Board of Directors  
consists of 20 individuals appointed by member organizations as outlined in CCIA’s bylaws. The board oversees 
the planning process and provides input, guidance and validation, and evaluates plans and financial performance. 
The board supports strategic initiatives through direct leadership of these initiatives, which are reviewed  
throughout the year.

The board members elect an executive committee at the first meeting following the annual general meeting each 
year. The executive committee includes the chair, vice chair, finance and audit committee chair, and two directors  
at large. Along with CCIA’s general manager, the executive committee assists the board in carrying out the policies 
established by the board of directors. The roles and responsibilities of the chair, board members, general manager 
and committees are set out in written policies and charters.

The corporation has a risk management process designed to identify potential events that may affect business  
operations. The board ensures appropriate authorities and controls are in place, and risks are properly managed  
to ensure CCIA’s objectives are achieved. The CCIA management team works closely with the board to ensure  
the board is fully aware of CCIA affairs. The board meets a minimum of four times per year. CCIA management  
with board at these meetings; although, time is reserved for the board to meet without management present.

The board assesses its performance regularly with the goal to improve and maintain sound governance   
practices. Gaps in skills are addressed through new board member appointments, training and hiring outside  
experts as required.

COMPENSATION

  Directors are paid a per diem and travel costs to attend meetings and participate on committees.

  The chair receives an honorarium of $1,875 per quarter.

  The vice chair, and finance and audit committee chair receive an honorarium of $975 per quarter.

  Board members receive a per diem of $200 per day, with executive committee and board committee   
  chairs  receiving a per diem of $225 per day.

CONFLICT of INTEREST GUIDELINES

It is the duty of each member of CCIA’s board of directors to serve the agency’s mission, and not to advance   
          his/her personal interests or those of other private   
          parties. CCIA’s Conflict of Interest Policy is intended   
          to permit CCIA and its board members to identify,  
          evaluate and address any real, potential or  
          apparent conflicts of interest that might, in fact or   
          appearance, call into question their duty of    
          undivided loyalty to CCIA.

          Each board member is required to acknowledge   
          he/she is in compliance with this policy on an    
          annual basis.

               BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2012-2013
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   board remuneration, attendance & related expenses

Board Member Member 
Organization

Honorariums
(A)

Per Diems
(B)

Total 
Remunerations

(A+B)

Board 
Meeting 

Attendance

CCIA Committee 
Meeting Attendance

Board 
Travel and 
ExpensesCommittees Attendance

Darcy Eddleston  $     7,500  $   10,975  $   18,475 7 9 41  $     3,432 

Pat Burrage CVMA  $     3,900  $     5,725  $     9,625 6 6 25  $     3,534 

Terry Kremeniuk CBA  $     3,900  $     8,100  $   12,000 7 4 45  $     1,799 

Mark Elford SSGA  $     3,925  $     3,925 4 6 16  $     2,340 

Ron Versteeg DFC  $              -  $              - 5 6 12  $              -

Art Devick BCCA   $     1,225  $     1,225 3 2 4   $        652 

Gib Drury FPBQ  $     1,200  $     1,200 7 1 2  $     2,418 

Bill Gibson CSF  $        500  $        500 2 1 0  $        207 

Dan Gillis CMC  $        400  $        400 3 1 0       $              - 

Bob Gordanier OCA  $     3,350  $     3,350 5 7 12  $     2,151 

Pat Hayes CCA  $        800    $        800   3 2 0  $        266   

Bob Lowe ABP  $     1,425  $     1,425 6 2 2  $              -   

James MacLean CLDA  $        975  $        975 5 0 0  $        583 

Lyle Miller ACFA  $        750  $        750 4 1 0  $        220 

Brian Read* CMC  $              -  $             - 0 1 0  $             - 

Martin Rossmann CCA  $     1,800  $     1,800 7 2 3  $     2,364 

Reg Schellenberg CCA  $     1,050  $     1,050 3 1 1  $        851 

John Tilley MBC  $     1,100    $     1,100   3 3 6  $     1,597    

Rick Wright LMAC  $     6,075  $     6,075 7 6 20  $     4,820 

Theresa Zuk MBP $     1,575 $     1,575 6 6 6  $     1,399

TOTAL  $   15,300  $   50,950  $   66,250  $   28,633 

*Brian Read (CMC) joined the CCIA Board of Directors in October 2013

Bo
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ar
y Board Remunerations  $   66,250 

Board Travel and Expenses  $   28,633 

Hotel Rooms for Board Meetings  $   11,811 

Additional Costs for Board Meetings (meals, transportation, etc.)  $   12,103 

Committee Expenses (conference calls & TAC attendance)  $   10,098 

TOTAL $  128,895

 NOTES:

  The CCIA board of directors believes in full financial disclosure of all board per diems,   
  honorariums and travel expenses. To this end, these tables outline the 2012 CCIA Board   
  of Directors expenditures.

  Board Meetings include three teleconference calls (approx. two hours each) and three    
  in-person meetings (approx. two hours each).

  Committees denotes the number of committees on which the director sits.

  Committee Attendance includes teleconference calls and in-person meetings.

   human resources committee
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   board development committee

Committee Chair: Art Devick – BCCA; CCIA Board
Members
Dr. Pat Burrage – CVMA; CCIA Vice Chair
Darcy Eddleston – CCIA Chair
Martin Rossmann – CCA; CCIA Board
Theresa Zuk – MBP; CCIA Board

Role of Committee:   To ensure the board of directors fulfills its legal, ethical and functional responsibilities 
through adequate governance policy development, member representative appointment strategies, training   
programs, and monitoring of board and committee activities.

Update:   The Board Development Committee continued their work on improving and increasing understanding 
of board governance through the review of the CCIA Mandate, Mission and Vision Statements for inclusion in the 
Board Manual. This committee also continued to adopt electronic communications and documents with the   
issuance of the Board Manual in an electronic format only for 2012. The Board Manual is a living document that  
will be updated and distributed to board members annually.

In 2012, the Board Development Committee recommended the use of tablet devices as a means to reduce the 
amount of paper documents as well as incorporating technology into the board meeting process. A bulk tablet  
device buy was arranged for CCIA board members to purchase. Ongoing training and other efficiencies will   
continue to be examined and implemented.

Communication to member organizations was a focus for the committee in 2012, and a brief overview of CCIA  
and board member roles and expectations was developed as a recruitment and new board member orientation 
tool. A short orientation session for new board members is planned for 2013.

Acting Committee Chair: Terry Kremeniuk - CBA; CCIA Finance and Audit Chair
Members
Angelo Herat – CCIA Operations Manager 
Gib Drury – FPBQ; CCIA Board
Rick Wright – LMAC; CCIA Board

Role of Committee:   To review and recommend to the board of directors for approval personnel policy and 
changes to the personnel policy to ensure that people are made available for the efficient operations of CCIA and 
when appropriate, provide information and recommendations to the board of directors regarding personnel policy 
and expenditures. 

Update:   Developed and launched at the end of 2011, this committee met twice in 2012 to fulfill the    
responsibilities of its mandate. As its first major project, this committee began a full review of the Human Resources 
Policy Handbook. In 2013, this committee will focus on strengthening the process of goal setting and the evaluation 
process, with the board of directors determining clear goals and objectives to evaluate management performance.

   human resources committee
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   enforcement and compliance committee

Committee Chair: Rick Wright - LMAC; CCIA Board
Members
Jim Abel – LMAC      Paul Marciniak – SMA   
Eric Aubin – CFIA      Lyle Miller – ACFA; CCIA Board
Jeff Bilow – LIS      Lee Nilsson, NBI
Dr. Pat Burrage – CVMA; CCIA Vice Chair  Peter Pauker, CFIA
Brian Caney – CCIA General Manager   Ken Perlich – LMAC
Gordon Cherwoniak - AAFC    Steve Primrose – CLDA; Past CCIA Chair
Darcy Eddleston – CCIA Chair    Brian Read – CMC; CCIA Board
Mark Elford – SSGA; CCIA Director at Large  Martin Rossmann – CCA; CCIA Board
Rick Frederickson – AARD     Stewart Stone – HLS
Bill Gibson – CSF; CCIA Board    Rick Toney – SCA
Dan Gillis – CMC; CCIA Board    Ron Versteeg – DFC; CCIA Director at Large
Bob Gordanier – OCA; CCIA Board   Bryan Walton – ACFA; NCFA
Pat Hayes – CCA; CCIA Board    Roy White – SMA
Dr. Reza Hejazi – CFIA     Rick Wright – LMAC; CCIA Board
Dan Lutz / Amrane Boumghar – AAFC    Martin Unrau – CCA

Role of Committee:   To facilitate the opportunity for government, industry and CCIA to have open  
discussions regarding concerns within the industry. This committee discusses enforcement and compliance  
surrounding the implemenon of the three pillars of traceability.

Update:   The Enforcement and Compliance Committee continues to work with CFIA and industry on a number 
of issues regarding traceability.  At the 2012 meeting, CFIA unveiled its new Manual of Procedures (MOP). The 
CFIA developed this manual and a training program so there would be consistent understanding of regulations 
among CFIA inspectors involved in the traceability program. The manual addresses 16 verification tasks for   
inspectors which will help with data integrity, compliance and education.

CFIA also announced it would start inspecting auction marts every third sale and schedule visits to other sites, 
including some farms, on a regular basis. Progress was also made on the issue of unruly animals, which is   
addressed in the MOP on page 82. CFIA indicated it is considering an educational program on compliance.   
A number of committee members offered to assist in the development and delivery of this program. CFIA also  
announced it has a new complaints and comments web page for all sectors of industry to use if they have   
complaints, concerns or comments on enforcement and compliance. Learn more at www.inspection.gc.ca.
 
In 2012, concern was raised by industry over the time frame for paying Administrative Monetary Penalties (AMPs). 
Currently, industry stakeholders must pay AMPs within 30 days to receive the discount; however, an investigation 
may take up to 10 months by the regulators. As a result, industry has requested an extended appeal time to put 
both parties on a level playing field. 
 
The issue of movement reporting is now a priority for this committee. The movement document is under provincial 
jurisdiction, and industry wants to know who will enforce the use of the movement document and the reporting of 
required information. 

On the matter of tagging stations, after much consideration, CFIA advised that regulations regarding tagging   
stations will remain the same. Industry continues to affirm its position that the owner of the livestock should be  
responsible to make sure his/her livestock is tagged – not the responsibility of the intermediate site. 

This committee is very large, and it has made great progress in forging better lines of communication and working 
relationships with CFIA and government in 2012, and will continue to do so moving forward in 2013.

   technical advisory committee
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finance and audit committee   

Committee Chair: Terry Kremeniuk - CBA; CCIA Finance and Audit Chair
Members
Art Devick – BCCA; CCIA Board    
Angelo Herat – CCIA Operations Manager
John Tilley – MBC; CCIA Board

Role of Committee:   To assist the board of directors in fulfilling its fiduciary responsibilities regarding   
financial reporting, internal control systems, risk management, its relationship with auditors, its accountability  
in program management, setting financial targets and operating and capital budgets, as well as recommending 
changes to financial policies and procedures to the board.

Update:   The Finance and Audit Committee reviewed the CCIA annual operating budget and recommended  
it to the board for approval. In its quarterly meetings, this committee reviewed quarterly financial performance  
compared to budget and with earlier time frames. In addition to reviewing the quarterly, unaudited financial   
statements, this committee also reviewed the program audit of the National Applied Research on Animal   
Movement project, which concluded in 2012. In 2013, this committee’s activities will continue to be based on  
its role and 12-month work plan.

Committee Chair: Dr. Pat Burrage - CVMA; CCIA Vice Chair
Members
Eric Aubin – CFIA      Bob Gordanier – OCA; CCIA Board 
Brian Caney – CCIA General Manager   Paul Laronde – CCIA Tag and Technology Manager
Gordon Cherwoniak/Dan Lutz – AAFC    Bob Lowe – ABP; CCIA Board
Jeff Clarke – CPC      Katie Lowe – BCCMB
Mac Cole – CMC       Jean-Sébastien Roy – FPBQ
Rick Frederickson – AARD     Larry Thomas/Mark Klassen – CCA

Role of Committee:   To provide a forum for discussion of technology and information management and to 
make recommendations to the board of directors regarding changes or improvements affecting the CLTS database 
and agricultural traceability in Canada.

Update:   The CCIA Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) met three times in 2012 with two teleconferences 
between meetings. Major initiatives included the review and approval of six new RFID readers. The committee 
suspended tag testing in 2011 pending the development of an enhanced framework of standards for tag testing  
and approval for all species in Canada, and anticipates this framework to be completed by Q2 2013. 

The TAC reviewed and updated the CCIA RFID Reader Standards, Procedures, and Testing Document used for 
evaluation of approved readers, which the CCIA board approved in 2012. Tag complaints remained fewer than 20 
for the year. The tag complaint process and coordination with producers and field staff allowed the TAC to feedback 
tag quality concerns to one industry partner, which resulted in a modified and improved tag. The TAC launched one 
tag retention trial with results expected in Q3. The TAC expressed support for the Tag and Tag Data Quality project 
and recommended a financial commitment of $75,000 to secure funding for it. This project will provide performance 
and conformance testing on tags retired post processing, and will develop a quality assurance framework for the 
inspection and third-party audits of tag manufacturers and their facilities.

The TAC discussed the private labeling of a CCIA RFID ear tag. It was recommended a request for letters of  
interest be sent to technology providers to determine the level of interest and support for such a mandate. One of 
the benefits of a private-labeled tag is reduced costs associated with CCIA tags for producers. Finally, the TAC is 
defining a research and development agenda which it will lead for traceability technology in Canada in 2013   
and beyond.

   technical advisory committee
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Committee Chair: Rick Wright - LMAC; CCIA Board
Members
Bob Lowe – ABP; CCIA Board
Kori Maki-Adair – CCIA Communications Manager
Theresa Zuk – MBP; CCIA Board

Role of Committee:   To provide a forum for direction to the communications department. The committee will 
advise and direct the department on the promotion of CCIA and assist in developing communications strategies for 
CCIA. The committee makes recommendations to the board of directors regarding budget approval and the   
delivery of key communications items to producers, industry, media and governments.

Update:   In 2012, this committee supported – 

 The production of articles, flat sheets and advertisements raising awareness about the importance of    
 premises identification and CCIA producer support services; 

 Raised awareness within industry through sponsorship and attendance at Ontario Cattlemen’s Association   
 Annual General Meeting, Livestock Markets Association of Canada Annual Conference, Alberta    
 Cattle Feeders’ Association Beef the Festival, Canada Outdoor Farm Show, Canadian Bison Association   
 Annual Conference and Show, Canadian Western Agribition, and at Royal Agricultural Winter Fair as    
 DFC’s guest; 

 The development and facilitation of 26 presentations to delegates from Chile, Taiwan and Korea as well as   
 government field teams, producer organizations and industry meetings across Canada;    

 Designed and arranged custom manufacture of educational resource items, including: 

  1GB USB key-shaped flash drives (with the CLTS database user manual, the Tag Quality Control   
  Form for tag retention feedback, nine spreadsheets for file uploads to the CLTS database and six   
  CLTS user tutorials),

  Stonepaper notebooks, 

  Rotating display banners in support of PID and tag retention, 

  Flexible calculators for 4-H clubs and ballpoint pens with locking banners in support of age  
  verification, tag retention and premises identification, 

  Eight CCIA Tag Tip and Treat educational mints with customized candy wrappers – each with a   
  different best practice to optimize tag retention; 

 Prepared abridged version of CIP with standard and abridged slide decks for CIP Committee member use;  

 Created new slide deck template for CCIA presentations; 

 Updated 200-page Mobile Field Representative Manual for Alberta; 

 Developed and launched an interactive Tag Quality Control Form with an imbedded hyperlink to submit   
 the form to CCIA office directly via email; and 

 Developed purchasing protocol and flow chart for field team expenditures to reduce labour, expenses    
 and administration.

Though many high-priority projects were completed in 2012, the most important achievement was in terms of the 
many invaluable alliances CCIA made as the result of joint communication initiatives with SMA, AARD, SSGA, 
SLM, the National Traceability Communications Working Group member organizations (AAFC, AARD, CCA, DFC, 
NCFA, CFIA, LMAC), SCA and ATQ. Moving forward, CCIA is now able to craft and advance traceability messages 
and strategies, and distribute them to a wider audience than ever before.

   saskatchewan steering committee

   communications committee
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   tag supply chain optimization project

Project Steering Committee Chair: Darcy Eddleston - CCIA Chair
Members
Brian Caney – CCIA General Manager
Bob Gordanier – OCA; CCIA Board
Angelo Herat – CCIA Operations Manager
Paul Laronde – CCIA Tag and Technology Manager
Kori Maki-Adair – CCIA Communications Manager
Waseem Rehman – CCIA Information Technology Manager
Hina Thaker – CCIA Legal 

Role of Committee:   To explore options on how tags are  
distributed and sold to improve the accuracy and privacy of tag data  
at the point of sale, reduce the overall supply chain costs of tags, increase selection and improve CCIA’s  
connection with producers – directly impacting cattle identification and traceability.

Update:   Work progressed on further enhancements to the proposed business model and funding sources for 
the Tag Supply Chain Optimization Project (TSCOP) in 2012. With secure funding in place, CCIA submitted an  
Advance Tax Ruling request to Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) to ensure its proposed changes to its business  
operations would not affect the not-for-profit status of the organization. Tag Manufacturing License Agreements 
were revised and signed with all current authorized radio frequency identification (RFID) tag manufacturers, and 
a Request for Quotation (RFQ) was issued to all current authorized tag manufacturers soliciting tag pricing. The 
results of the RFQ will allow CCIA to improve its evaluation of this proposed business model moving into 2013.

Project Steering Committee Chair: Steve Primrose - CLDA; Past CCIA Chair
Members
Brian Anderson – Saskatchewan Producer Support Representative, Team Lead
Bob Blacklock – SLS 
Brian Caney – CCIA General Manager
Mark Elford – SSGA; CCIA Director at Large
Tracy Evans – SMA
Angelo Herat – CCIA Operations Manager
Paul Johnson – SMA
Paul Marciniak – SMA
Rick Toney – SCA
Roy White – SMA

Role of Committee:   To be a communication link between CCIA, industry and government in Saskatchewan.

Update:   Producer Support Representatives were busy in 2012 covering sales events, association meetings, 
trade shows, and engaging with industry participants to continue the work of developing traceability understanding 
and awareness in the province. While Saskatchewan remains voluntary on many aspects of reporting, an   
emphasis was made on gaining additional voluntary PID registrations in 2012. CCIA worked closely with SMA to 
craft targeted messaging, and the PSR field team worked tirelessly on building understanding and knowledge of 
traceability through direct producer interaction at many events throughout the year. The Saskatchewan Steering 
Committee provides a forum for industry and government participants to discuss and debate ongoing challenges 
and opportunities for traceability developments in Saskatchewan.

   saskatchewan steering committee
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   canadian agri-traceability services

CCIA Project Steering Committee Members
Darcy Eddleston – CCIA Chair
Terry Kremeniuk – CBA; CCIA Finance and Audit Chair
Steve Primrose – CLDA; Past CCIA Chair

Role of Committee:   To provide Canada with high-quality, innovative, integrated and efficient traceability  
services. The CATS committee’s vision is to have preliminary system requirements, a project plan and  
organizational structure for a Canadian traceability agency. By 2015, the committee’s vision is to become a  
client-focused, sustainable, traceability services provider for livestock (primarily for the four primary species).

Update:   The year 2012 witnessed extensive developments with the Canadian Agri-Traceability (CATS) file. 
CCIA participated on the Working Committee and Steering Committee as the project secured CIFSI funding to 
engage Deloitte to undertake preparation of a report that would authenticate a common platform and database 
concept while recommending the ideal operational and governance structure for CATS. CCIA and ATQ have both 
made substantial contributions to the work. Deloitte analyzed the current and external systems of CCIA and ATQ  
to determine the best overall system to move forward with this initiative. Start-up and operational budgets, staffing 
requirements and governance structures have been recommended for CATS and will be reviewed by CCIA and 
ATQ in early 2013.

External Committee Chair: Steve Primrose - CLDA; Past CCIA Chair
CIP Members
Eric Aubin – CFIA       Pat Hayes – CCA; CCIA Board
Shannon Bennett – AAFC      Bill Jameson – NCFA
Amrane Boumghar – AAFC     Kori Maki-Adair – CCIA Communications Manager
Erik Butters – CCA       Peter Pauker – CFIA    
Brian Caney – CCIA General Manager    John Ross – AAFC
Brent Carey – ABP       Rick Toney – SCA
Gordon Cherwoniak – AAFC     Ron Versteeg – DFC; CCIA Director at Large
Larry Delver – CCA; ABP      Bryan Walton – ACFA/NCFA
Darcy Eddleston – CCIA Chair     Larry Witzel – LMAC East
Mark Elford – SSGA; SCA; CCIA Director at Large  Rick Wright – LMAC West; CCIA Board
Rick Frederickson – AARD      Theresa Zuk – MBP; CCIA Board
Bob Gordanier – OCA; CCIA Board

CIP Costing Subcommittee Members
Shannon Bennett – AAFC       Rob McNabb – CCA 
Kevin Boon – BCCA       Bob Miller – OII
Amrane Boumghar – AAFC     Jamie Miller – CFIA
Erik Butters – CCA       Deanna Pagnan – CTA
Brent Carey – ABP       Ken Perlich – LMAC
Larry Delver – CCA; ABP      Steve Primrose – CLDA; Past CCIA Chair
Rick Frederickson – AARD      John Tilley – MBC; CCIA Board
Bob Gordanier – OCA; CCIA Board    Rick Toney – SCA
Herb Groenenboom – NCFA     Larry Witzel – LMAC East
Jim Hurt – Alberta feedlot       Rick Wright – LMAC West; CCIA Board
Mélissa Lalonde – DFC (alternative for Ron Versteeg)  Ron Versteeg – DFC; CCIA Director at Large
Kori Maki-Adair – CCIA Communications Manager  Theresa Zuk – MBP; CCIA Board
Ross McCall – CLDA (alternative for Steve Primrose)

cattle implementation plan committee   
   tag retention project committee
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   . . . cattle implementation plan committee

CIP Costing Resource Team
Members
Eric Aubin – CFIA      Fred Hays – ABP
Joshua Belinko – CFIA     David Hunt/Heather Martens – MAFRI
Jeff Bilow – LIS      Paul Jenkins – Prince Edward Island Agriculture
Cody Burdett – CFIA      Clint McLean – Nova Scotia Agriculture
Brian Caney – CCIA General Manager   Kevin Murphy – BCMAL
Gordon Cherwoniak – AAFC    Marie-Christine Talbot – ATQ
Darcy Eddleston – CCIA Chair    Cameron Wilk – SMA

Role of CIP Committee:   Working collaboratively with industry and governments, this committee`s role  
is to identify the targets, steps and issues in implementing traceability in the cattle industry. 

Update:   The Cattle Implementation Plan (CIP) Committee saw exciting developments in 2012. Ongoing   
discussion and education on aspects of the CIP kept this committee’s members busy as they undertook the   
crucial work of expanding understanding of the plan at numerous events across the country, and as a result,   
the CIP was accepted as industry’s roadmap to traceability by 18 industry associations as well as the  federal  
government.  Work on costing the elements of the CIP began mid-year via a Costing Sub-committee, which   
will lay the groundwork in 2013 for a discussion on a sustainable cost-sharing agreement between industry   
and governments.

CIP Subcommittee Chair: Mark Elford - SSGA; CCIA Director at Large
Members
Eric Aubin – CFIA 
Dr. Pat Burrage – CVMA; CCIA Vice Chair
Brian Caney – CCIA General Manager
Gordon Cherwoniak – AAFC
Bob Gordanier – OCA; CCIA Board
Brant Kirychuk – AESB Project Manager
Paul Laronde – CCIA Tag and Technology Manager
Dan Lutz/Amrane Boumghar – AAFC 
Ross MacDonald – AESB Project Manager
Jeff Bilow – LIS
Peter Pauker – CFIA
Theresa Zuk – MBP; CCIA Board

Role of Committee:   To complete a tag retention study in a variety of environments in Canada. The project 
goal is to collect baseline data on cattle retention and tag reading performance, and recommend solutions to   
enhance tag retention and reading performance.

Update:   The project continued through 2012 with spring and late fall readings taking place with participating 
herds located in geographically diverse areas across Canada. Through the support of provincial governments and 
cattle associations, all participating producers were provided incentives for their time and use of their cattle in the 
project. Accurate and actionable results will be realized after the project has operated for a number of years.   
Anecdotal evidence from the first year of the project indicates that tag retention is very high in young animals  
when tags are applied with the applicator recommended by the manufacturer of the tag; there is no such thing as  
a universal applicator. The Tag Retention Committee expects to review a preliminary report in the spring of 2013  
relating to cow and bull tag retention and readability.

   tag retention project committee
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   cattle movement reporting working group

CIP Subcommittee Chair:  Steve Primrose - CLDA; Past CCIA Chair
Members
Jim Abel – LMAC       Bob Miller – OII
Joshua Belinko – CFIA      Kevin Murphy – BCMAL
Shannon Bennett – AAFC      Deanna Pagnan – CTA
Jeff Bilow – LIS       John Ross – AAFC
Erik Butters – CCA       Jean-Sébastien Roy – FPBQ
Brian Caney – CCIA General Manager    Reg Schellenberg – CCA; CCIA Board
Brent Carey – ABP       Marie-Christine Talbot – ATQ
Gordon Cherwoniak – AAFC     John Tilley – MBC; CCIA Board
Mark Elford – SSGA; SCA; CCIA Director at Large  Rick Toney – SCA
Rick Frederickson – AARD      Bryan Walton – ACFA; NCFA
Bob Gordanier – OCA; CCIA Board     Cameron Wilk – SMA
David Hunt/Heather Martens – MAFRI    Marcie Woods – WHL
Bill Jameson – NCFA      Rick Wright – LMAC; CCIA Board
Kori Maki-Adair – CCIA Communications Manager  Ron Versteeg – DFC; CCIA Director at Large
Ross McCall – CLDA      Theresa Zuk – MBP; CCIA Board

Role of Committee:   To develop a consistent, easy-to-use, national approach for traceability movement 
reporting as part of supporting the Cattle Implementation Plan. This working group is comprised of members from 
industry as well as provincial and federal governments.

Update:   Support was solicited and received from 18 industry associations to move forward with a national 
commerce-based movement reporting system. Industry recognition of the value of a consistent national data set 
of movement information will enable consistent movement reporting, and group movement capture at intermediate 
sites, which will facilitate a quicker adoption by industry while providing sufficient data to maintain appropriate trace 
back. The year 2012 saw a focus on changing cattle movement documentation to align with the national data set 
with added premises identification fields in a number of provinces. Through this committee and working with IGAC 
partners, modifications were completed in the CLTS database to accept provincially/territorially-generated PIDs –  
a crucial step in moving forward on capturing more complete movement data from across Canada.

Provincial/territorial recognition of a required national data set of information being part of all regional movement 
documents will assist as this committee progresses in 2013 to define the most efficient and cost-effective manner 
to capture group and individual movement at various points in the cattle supply chain.

CIP Subcommittee Chair: Larry Delver - ABP; CCA
Members
Eric Aubin – CFIA   
Brent Carey – ABP        
Gordon Cherwoniak – AAFC 
Dan Lutz / Amrane Boumghar – AAFC
Peter Pauker – CFIA 
Bryan Walton – ACFA; NCFA
Larry Witzel – LMAC
Rick Wright – LMAC; CCIA Board

Role:   To support the Cattle Implementation Plan           
Committee to oversee an industry-driven, risk assessment          
study for co-mingling sites.

cattle logistics group   

   industry-government advisory committee
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   . . . cattle logistics group

Update:   Update: In 2012, the Cattle Logistics Committee supported a qualitative risk  
assessment focusing on supply-chain logistics and traceability to assess co-mingling sites. This  
assessment reviewed the weaknesses and gaps for spread of contagious disease at co-mingling sites  
(e.g., auction marts, community pastures, backgrounders, and cow-calf operations). This assessment  
determined lesser risk of co-mingling occurs when cattle move forward to feedlots and abattoirs, while greater  
risk of co-mingling occurs when cattle move back to cow-calf operations (at the start of the supply chain), to  
other operations where co-mingling may occur, or to distribution points where further co-mingling is followed by 
further distribution. 

This assessment also determined that much of the risk associated with contagious disease at co-mingling sites  
can be addressed through group movement recording of cattle. This is because all animals of the group are   
exposed and most of their movements can be captured through group-related documents such as trucking   
documents, paper or electronic manifests, and/or brand inspection records, all of which will be greatly enhanced  
by the greater consistency and automation brought about through the proposed National Movement Document.

One of this assessment’s key recommendations targets industry and government leaders in terms of improving 
their understanding of this issue and communicating it to their audiences – specifically, the importance and function 
of traceability in the supply chain, the potential risk of disease transmission at co-mingling sites, and determining 
real-world risk management options that may be implemented at each co-mingling site.

External Committee CCIA Participant:  Darcy Eddleston - CCIA Chair

Role of Committee:   To be the advisory body leading the development and implementation of the livestock 
and poultry components of the National Agriculture and Food Traceability System (NAFTS). This committee is  
comprised of 22 industry and 15 federal, provincial and territorial (FPT) government members and meets twice  
a year.

Update:   The last Industry-Government Advisory Committee (IGAC) meeting was held from Oct.17-18, 2012  
in Quebec City, Quebec. This fall meeting provided members with an opportunity to discuss key implementation 
files such as CATS and movement reporting. As well, project updates were provided on major files, including:  
PID Maximization and the PID Technical Solution. Along with the project updates, the fall meeting included a  
presentation and crisis simulation of Quebec’s traceability system. The demonstration emphasized the capabilities 
and benefits of the province’s traceability system. Also during this meeting, members reflected on how far  
traceability implementation has come over the past four years, and agreed upon priorities and actions that would 
be of key importance to successful implementation. 

The exercise began by looking back at IGAC’s early years of traceability – in 2007, when industry began   
developing industry implementation plans and IGAC identified seven critical issues that industry and governments 
needed to work on together. As a result, an IGAC Roadmap was created. After a review of the three pillars and  
initiatives of traceability implementation (such as CATS and zoning), significant challenges moving forward were 
outlined, including: resources, technology, costs, information flow and communications. Also discussed was the 
future role of IGAC. Agreement was unanimous that IGAC is an important component to the implementation of  
livestock and poultry traceability, and that no other forum would be appropriate to advance traceability. Without 
IGAC as a champion for traceability, it was felt implementation would simply not happen.

As a result, a renewed commitment to traceability and the IGAC process was achieved, and IGAC identified   
three actions as priorities:
 1. Renewal of the IGAC Roadmap to communicate the vision and objectives;
 2.    CATS implementation to move traceability forward significantly;
 3.    The development of a communications strategy to keep stakeholders engaged and informed.

   industry-government advisory committee
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   tag and technology department

Department Manager: Paul Laronde

Update:   The major initiative with respect to tags and technology is the continued development of the Tag  
Supply Chain Optimization Project. Once completed, this project will provide ongoing benefits to CCIA, the  
industry and producers. The other major initiative in 2012 was the development of the National Identification Device  
Approval and Revocation Framework. Working in conjunction with CFIA, industry and government, this document  
is a guide for industry to help secure higher performance identification devices for producers and the Canadian 
traceability system. 

This department also developed and launched a tag quality assurance program in 2012. This program will monitor 
the quality of tags entering and exiting the program, audit manufacturing facilities and monitor the flow of CCIA  
tag data retirement – each of which will benefit producers, CCIA and livestock traceability in Canada.  

The International Organization of Standards Working Group 3 for Animal Identification meetings were  conducted  
in Melbourne, Australia. A positive, secondary outcome resulting from attending these meetings was the  
introductions and critical contacts CCIA made with experts and authorities from technology and traceability  
     organizations around the world, which CCIA will leverage to benefit the program.   
     These meetings also presented the opportunity to compare notes with other 
     traceability providers and share common concerns and problems CCIA faces   
     regarding shared technologies and products.

Department Manager: Waseem Rehman

    Update:   There were many exciting projects going on in this department throughout   
    2012. Two principal highlights include the Data Integrity Project (DI) and the Premises   
    ID Technical Solution Project (PIDTS).  The DI Project successfully addressed    
    the concerns in ‘the Berini  Report’ (2010) by strengthening the system error handling  
    mechanism, improving CLTS data quality, optimizing CLTS database performance   
    and enabling more effective business reporting processes in both CCIA and CFIA.  
    In particular, this project will clean up approximately 80 per cent of historic CLTS   
database error messages. This project’s initial release has been implemented with the final release in March 2013.

The PIDTS Project built the National Premises Lookup System (NLS) to enhance premises registration efficiency.  
The NLS facilitated collaboration on PID data management among all traceability service providers, including  
provincial/territorial administrators and CCIA. The NLS was designed to store the PID data for all provinces and 
territories. The CLTS database and other traceability service providers check the NLS for PID data validation,  
which is based on each province/territory’s PID policy and real time PID information entered by provincial/territorial 
administrators. The WHL site associates were provided broader access to the CLTS database account and  
premises information. These two projects, along with a number of other internal projects, will benefit producers, 
CCIA, CFIA and other stakeholders by strengthening confidence in the safety and quality of Canadian products.

This department also enhanced CLTS database functionality by implementing suggestions received from CLTS 
database end-users (i.e., producers), including: 

         Adding validation rules when a CLTS user submits events via web service; 

         Facilitating changes on front pages to improve CLTS user experience; as well as 

         A number of event processing changes to increase event process accuracy in 2013    
         and beyond.

information technology department   
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   board of directors 2012/2013

DARCY EDDLESTON
Chair
Cow/Calf Operator

DR. PAT BURRAGE
Vice Chair
Canadian Veterinary 
Medical Association

TERRY KREMENIUK
Finance Chair
Canadian Bison Association

MARK ELFORD
Director at Large
Saskatchewan Stock 
Growers Association

RON VERSTEEG
Director at Large
Dairy Farmers of Canada

ART DEVICK

British Columbia
Cattlemen’s Association

GIB DRURY

Fédération des producteurs de 
bovins du Québec

BILL GIBSON

Canadian Sheep Federation
DAN GILLIS

Canadian Meat Council
BOB GORDANIER

Ontario Cattlemen’s Association

PAT HAYES

Canadian Cattlemen’s Association
BRIAN READ

Canadian Meat Council
BOB LOWE

Alberta Beef Producers
JAMES MACLEAN

Canadian Livestock 
Dealer’s Association

LYLE MILLER

Alberta Cattle 
Feeders’ Association

MARTIN ROSSMANN

Canadian Cattlemen’s 
Association

REG SCHELLENBERG

Canadian Cattlemen’s 
Association

JOHN TILLEY

Maritime Beef Council
RICK WRIGHT

Livestock Markets 
Association of Canada

THERESA ZUK

Manitoba Cattle Producers
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   working together to advance traceability

Presentations and Educational Outreach

Jan. 10:            Traceability Update – SSGA - Regina, S.K. by Mark Elford, CCIA Director at Large
Jan. 15:        Premises ID and Traceability – Seratch 4-H Beef Club Meeting – Serath, S.K. by PSRs
Jan. 16:        CCIA Tag Inventory and CLTS Database Tips – Last Mountain Co-op – Nokomis, S.K. by PSRs
Jan. 18:        General Traceability – Westlock Bull Congress – Westlock, A.B. by MFRs
Jan. 19:            Long-Range Forecast for Traceability – Saskatchewan Beef Industry Conference – Regina, S.K. by Darcy Eddleston,  
        CCIA Chair
Jan. 21:      \CIP Update – LMAC - Kitchener, O.N. by Steve Primrose, Past CCIA Chair
Jan. 24:        Traceability Working for You – Fairview, A.B. by MFRs 
Jan. 24:       CIP – Beef Value Chain Round Table – Ottawa, O.N. by Steve Primrose, Past CCIA Chair
Jan. 26:        Traceability Working for You – Westlock, A.B. by MFRs
Feb. 2:               Premises ID and Traceability – Saskatchewan Ministry of Agriculture Artificial Insemination Course – Saskatoon, S.K.  
        by PSRs
Feb. 7:               Working Together to Advance Traceability – Putting Programs Together to Work for You – Wyber, Saskatchewan  
        by PSRs
Feb. 22:       CIP Update – OCA – Toronto, Ontario by Steve Primrose, Past CCIA Chair
Mar. 5:              Working Together to Advance Traceability – Livestock Marketers of Saskatchewan Herd Health and Traceability  
        – Regina, S.K. by PSRs
Mar. 9:               General Traceability – Thorhild Co-op Tradeshow – Thorhild, A.B. by MFRs
Mar. 15:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Weyburn, S.K. by PSRs
Mar. 16:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Assiniboia, S.K. by PSRs
Mar. 21:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Mankota, S.K. by PSRs
Mar. 22:        CCIA Tag Inventory and CLTS Database Tips – Last Mountain Coop – Raymore, S.K. by PSRs
Mar. 26:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Meadow Lake, S.K. by PSRs
Mar. 28:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Lloydminster, A.B. by PSRs
Mar. 30:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Prince Albert, S.K. by PSRs
Apr. 3:              General Traceability – Alberta Grazing Days – Red Deer, A.B. by MFRs
Apr. 5:               Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Whitewood, S.K. by PSRs
Apr. 12:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Moose Jaw, S.K. by PSRs
Apr. 12:       Canadian Agri-Traceability Services – CCIA AGM 2012 – Calgary, A.B. by Steve Primrose, CCIA Past Chair
Apr. 13:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Maple Creek, S.K. by PSRs
Apr. 14:        General Traceability – Hines Creek Tradeshow – Hines Creek, A.B. by MFRs
Apr. 17:        How to Organize Data and PIDs in the CLTS database – High Prairie, A.B. by MFRs
Apr. 18:        How to Organize Data and PIDs in the CLTS database – Fairview, A.B. by MFRs
Apr. 18-21:        General Traceability – Aggie Days – Calgary, Alberta by MFRs
Apr. 19:        How to Organize Data and PIDs in the CLTS database – Clairmont, A.B. by MFRs
Apr. 19:       CIP Update – IGAC – Ottawa, O.N. by Steve Primrose, Past CCIA Chair
Apr. 19:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Tisdale, S.K. by PSRs
Apr. 20:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Spiritwood, S.K. by PSRs
Apr. 21:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Mankota, S.K. by PSRs
Apr. 24:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan by PSRs
Apr. 26:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Saskatoon, S.K. by PSRs
Apr. 27:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Yorkton, S.K. by PSRs
Apr. 28:        Working Together to Advance Traceability – LMS Herd Health and Traceability – Swift Current, S.K. by PSRs
May 2:              RFID Reader Training – Olds, Alberta by MFRs
May 31:       Traceability – Where are we now? – LMAC AGM 2012 – Calgary, A.B. by Steve Primrose, CCIA Past Chair
Jun. 8:               General Traceability – UFA Farmer Day – Grande Prairie, A.B. by MFRs
Jun. 15:            Traceability: Where are we now? – Alberta Beef Producers AGM 2012 – Calgary, A.B. by Dr. Pat Burrage,  
        CCIA Vice Chair
Jul. 6-15:        General Traceability – Calgary Stampede, Calgary, A.B. by MFRs
Jul. 16:        CLTS Database Tips and Retiring Tags – Watson Meats – Watson, S.K. by PSRs
Jul. 19:        Premises ID and Traceability – SMA Livestock Nutrition and Marketing Session – Prince Albert, S.K. by PSRs
Aug. 14:       Working Together to Advance Traceability – CCA Semi-Annual AGM 2012 – Toronto, O.N. by Brian Caney,  
        CCIA General Manager
Aug. 28:       Working Together to Advance Traceability – Canada Beef / Korean Delegation – Calgary, A.B. by Kori Maki-Adair,  
        CCIA Communications Manager
Sep. 5-6:             Premises ID and Traceability – Multi-species Grazing Conference – Humboldt, S.K. by PSRs
Sep. 6:              CIP Industry`s Roadmap – ATQ – Longueuil, Q.C. by Steve Primrose, Past CCIA Chair
Sep. 18:       Working Together to Advance Traceability – CFIA, Taiwanese Delegation – Calgary, A.B. by Brian Caney,  
        CCIA General Manager
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. . . Presentations and Educational Outreach

Sep. 21:        General Traceability – UFA Farmer Day – Brooks, A.B. by MFRs
Sep. 25:       Working Together to Advance Traceability – ISO Technical Committee 23 / Subcommittee 19 / Working Group 3  
        – Melbourne, Australia by Paul Laronde, CCIA Tag and Tag Technology Manager
Oct. 10:        Tag Retailer CLTS Database Training – Tag Retailer Site – Lashburn, S.K. by PSRs
Oct. 14:        General Traceability – 4-H Weigh-In Day – Bluffton, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 16:       RFID Reader Training – Red Deer, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 18:        General Traceability – Agrivision – Edmonton, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 20:        General Traceability – Producer Meeting at Lakeside Plant – Brooks, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 22:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Pollickville, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 23:        Traceability for 4-H Members – Taber, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 23:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Ponoka, A.B. by MFRs 
Oct. 23:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Peace River, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 24:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Veteran, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 24:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Leslieville, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 25:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Breton, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 25:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Fairview, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 29:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Cochrane, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 29:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Camrose, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 30:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Fort Macleod, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 30:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Big Valley, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 30:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Mayerthorpe, A.B. by MFRs
Oct. 30:       General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Grande Prairie, A.B. by MFRs
Nov. 1:               General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Brooks, A.B. by MFRs
Nov. 1:               General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Westlock, A.B. by MFRs
Nov. 1:               General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Valleyview, A.B. by MFRs
Nov. 4:               General Traceability – Farm Fair – Edmonton, A.B. by MFRs
Nov. 5:               General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Minburn, A.B. by MFRs
Nov. 5:               CCIA Tag Inventory and CLTS Database Tips – Diamond Co-op – Ituna, S.K. by PSRs
Nov. 6:               General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Stremstown, A.B. by MFRs
Nov. 7:               General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Goodridge, A.B. by MFRs
Nov. 7-10:            General Traceability – Agritrade – Red Deer, A.B. by MFRs
Nov. 12:        General Traceability – Alberta Beef Producers Meeting – Spruce View, A.B. by MFRs
Nov. 16:        Traceability (Tags, Tagging, Age Verification, How to Organize Data and General Traceability) – Grande Prairie, A.B. 
        by MFRs
Nov. 21:       Working Together to Advance Traceability – Canada Beef, Chilean Delegation – Calgary, A.B. by Angelo Herat,  
        CCIA Operations Manager
Nov. 22:        General Traceability – Westlock Feeders Association – Clyde, A.B. by MFRs
Nov. 27-29:          General Traceability – Western Canadian Grazing Conference – Red Deer, A.B. by MFRs
Dec. 1:              Premises ID and Traceability – Sheep Development Workshop – Spiritwood, S.K. by PSRs
Dec. 4:               Working Together to Advance Traceability – Saskatchewan Ministry of Agriculture Traceability Software Webinar  
        from home office in S.K. by PSRs
Dec. 18:        CCIA Tag Inventory and CLTS Database Tips – Wolseley Agriculture and Auto Tag Retailer – Wolseley, S.K. by PSRs
Dec. 18:         How to Participate in the Age Verification Incentive Program – Westlock, A.B. by MFRs

Provincial and Federal Project Funding

  CATS Phase 1 Implementation – September 2012 through March 2013 – $500,000 provided by AAFC        --

  Data Integrity by AAFC – May 2012 through March 2013 - $139,450 provided by AAFC        --

  National PID Look-Up – September 2012 through December 2012 –  $60,000 provided by AAFC        --

  Traceability National Information Portal – September 2012 through March 2013 – $33,414 provided by CFIA        --

  Alberta Traceability Program – March 2012 through March 2013 – $1,250,000 provided by AARD        --

  CCIA Industry Support and Education for Traceability – November 2009 through March 2013 – $401,425 provided by SMA for current year only        --
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On a ranch near Swift Current, S.K. Producer Support Representative  
Nick Anderson demonstrates how to optimize RFID ear tag placement and 
retention by restraining a calf prior to applying a tag.

While on breaktime, CCIA team  
members assemble traceability  
support key chains with premises  
identification and CLTS database  
account reference for livestock 
producers and operators with  
co-mingling animals.
From left to right: Amber Havens,  
MFR Team Lead; Tracey Ennis, 
Operations and Communications 
Administrative Assistant;  
Maria Schmeikal, CSR;  
Kelly McLaren, Operations Assistant

Client Support Representative Francine Potter trains a livestock 
producer how to submit animal birth-date data to the CLTS database, 
and how to generate a birth certificate from the CLTS database.
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CCIA signs Memorandum of  
Understanding on behalf of CCIA  
with AARD.
Back Row left to right: Rick Frederickson, 
AARD; Hina Thaker, CCIA Legal
Front Row left to right: Darcy Eddleston,  
CCIA Chair; John Brown, AARD

Mobile Field Representative and champion 
barrel racer Bernice Rennie demonstrates  
hands-on expertise with livestock as she 
competes in the Alberta Barrel Racing  
Championships in August 2012.

Client Support Representative Gregory Beckford optimizes 
data integrity by supporting a livestock producer to submit a 
provincially-generated PID with animal movement event records 
to the CLTS database.
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CCIA signs Memorandum of Understanding with CFIA.
From left to right: Darcy Eddleston, CCIA Chair;  
Hina Thaker, CCIA Legal; Peter Pauker, CFIA

National Cattle Traceability Summit Update Webex hosted in Ottawa 
CCIA participants from left to right: Darcy Eddleston, CCIA Chair; Steve Primrose, Past CCIA Chair; Brian Caney, CCIA General Manager

While at a Saskatchewan  
Cattlemen’s Association District 5 
Meeting in Yorkton, S.K., Producer 
Support Representative Dee Valstar 
leads a traceability training session by 
explaining best practices for tagging 
animals and how quick and easy it is to 
get a premises identification number. 

IT Manager Waseem Rehman  
leads the daily Information Technology  
Department scrum.
From left to right: Wei Gao; Zeeshan Alam;  
Waseem Rehman; Asim Baig 



   canadian livestock tracking system database resources 

Canadian Livestock Tracking System Statistics 2012

          1,218,988:     CLTS # of 2012 calves age verified  
     27,109,846:         CLTS total tag event counts for allocated, manufactured, distributed and issued tags  
         974,489:             Animal birthdate event counts (NOTE: Multiple animals can be entered in one    
       birth data event when submitting calving start date)
               3,953:    Cross-reference event counts  
         499,430:    Exported event counts  
               5,983:    Imported event counts  
              1,689,151:    Move in event counts 
            67,836:    Move out event counts  
                     815:    Replaced event counts  
      2,506,382:    Retired event counts  
      5,748,039:    Total event counts 
 

399,649,307:     

CLTS LITE

Reduce your wait time

CLTS Lite is a dial-up friendly version of the Canadian Livestock Tracking System. 
CLTS Lite is here to speed up your data entry experience.

Dial-up is no longer a disadvantage.

CLTS RESOURCE CENTRE

Simplify your CLTS database experience with the CLTS Resource Centre

        Get online user support with:
         - Online user guide
         - Templates 
         - Tools for information upload
         - Frequently Asked Questions
         - Current news
         - Links and feedback channels

CLTS is NOW MOBILE

Access data in the palm of your hand with CLTS MOBO

Access information such as:
            - Tag numbers
            - Transaction numbers
            - Animal information
            - Premises information
            - Birth certificates

Compatible with iPhones and other smartphones that run Android 1.6 or higher

Download this free application by visiting the iPhone App Store or the Android Market. 
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Total event count maintained in the 
CLTS database as of December 31, 2012



head office 
& call centre:

300, 5735 - 7 Street, N.E.

calgary, alberta   T2E 8V3

tel: 403-275-2083

email: info@canadaid.ca

Fax: 403-275-2333


